
Those that stand apart
Likewise, I was equally impressed with the

514-foot home run hit by Mickey Mantle, the
height of the Empire State Building in New
York City, and the speed of the Concorde as
it traversed the ocean between Great Britain
and the United States. Superlatives give us
warm, fuzzy feelings — something to talk
about and to hope for. Everyone aspires to
greatness in some manner — to be
recognized, to do something that sets them
apart from others.

Those of us in the cattle industry are no
different. For example, nothing can equal the
feeling of accomplishment associated with
capturing a blue ribbon in a highly
competitive national Angus show. A purple
rosette adds icing to the cake.

The same feelings are experienced when

one produces a bull that tops a nationally
recognized gain test and sells for top dollar.
Competition is good! Competition promotes
growth and development. Competition exists
in every phase of our lives and professions. It
is healthy — most of the time.

Searching for extremes
The use of superlative data has been a part

of commercial beef production for many
years, because normally those animals that
weighed more fetched more money at the
auction barn; hence, it is not difficult to
understand the quest for bigger animals.

Some years ago my friends Roy Wallace,
vice president of beef programs for Select
Sires Inc., and Doug and Molly Hoff, owners
of Hoff’s Scotch Cap Angus Ranch, and I
were the guests of the late Doug David of

Gulf Pacific Ranches in Idaho for an elk
hunt. After considerable preparation and
anticipation, we gathered at the ranch.
Following the first day of the hunt, we all
endured belabored excuses and a long
explanation by Mr. Wallace as to how he was
able to miss a trophy elk from a range of 20
yards.

Ensuing conversation led to cows, and
Molly and I concluded that it would be a
lofty achievement for an Angus breeder to
develop a cow herd that posted an average
birth weight (BW) expected progeny
difference (EPD) of less than +4 pounds (lb.)
and weaning weight (WW), milk (MILK)
and yearling weight (YW) EPDs of more
than +20, +10 and +40 lb., respectively.

In retrospect, we grossly underestimated
the power of accurate EPDs. Little did we
know that in the year 2005, the average of all
2004-born animals in the American Angus
Association database would be +2.3 for BW
and +38, +19 and +71 for WW, MILK and
YW, respectively. In addition, these animals
post positive values for percent
intramuscular fat (%IMF), or marbling;
ribeye area (REA); percent retail product
(%RP); and scrotal circumference (SC).
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Realize the tradeoffs of superlatives
Human nature, being what it is, seems to reveal that most of us are enamored with

superlatives. When I was growing up, my brother and I became really excited when we
learned that the Barnum & Bailey Circus was coming to town. The thrill of the “big top” was
almost equal to the county fair, and we could hardly wait for the train to arrive. I shall never
forget my first sight of an elephant and a giraffe. Their immense size was overwhelming.
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The tradeoffs
We must further realize these increases are

many times accompanied by tradeoffs. As we
increase growth traits in the population of
Angus cattle, we also increase mature size, as
evidenced by positive values for mature cow
weight (MW) and mature cow height (MH)
EPDs. This leads to increased cow
maintenance costs by reducing cow efficiency
as predicted in cow energy value ($EN) and
adversely affecting reproductive rates unless
nutrition is boosted accordingly.

Another factor resulting from increased
growth in Angus cattle is the increase in size
of high-quality cuts of beef, which affects
portion control in the foodservice industry.
Each year this is alluded to by marketers of
Certified Angus Beef® (CAB®) brand
products at the CAB annual conference.

So, while superlatives may provide us with
warm fuzzies and engaging cocktail
conversation, they may not always be good
for commercial stockmen, whose business is
our lifeblood. Since we are the tool-and-die
makers for commercial producers, it
behooves us to analyze their needs and
provide them with properly designed genetic

packages that allow optimum growth
balanced with reproductive and
compositional merit.

The power of one database is awesome. It
provides information for the computation of
accurate EPDs and meaningful bioeconomic
indexes, which enhance the efficiency of
commercial beef production and improve
consumer acceptance of high-quality Angus
beef throughout the world.
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